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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wide flange extrusion to be mounted in grooves of various surfaces such as drywall.

 
Patent Number: US D790,760 S

Ability to create a line of light
Easy assembly and disassembly
Can be combined into straight and broken linear runs
Simple design
Good heat dissipation
ETL listed and approved for installation in all closet storage areas
when factory built by KLUS as fixtures with 4.5w/ft or less.

FINISH :
Silver anodized     
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- main lighting installation with high luminous efficiency, especially in existing drywall structures

Assembly

- Mounting is achieved with the use of KMA mounting springs. After the fixture is fitted, you obtain the effect of
a flat and wide line of light.

Additional information

- wide flange not requiring a precise groove

Turn off LED lights during peak day light hours in outdoor applications to avoid excessive heat buildup which will
result in diminished LED life.
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Application main lighting

Mounting method Recessed

Specific features possibility of obtaining a line of light

Aperture width 2.60 "

Material Aluminum

Finish Silver anodized

place of installation indoor installation

Mounting method recess mount

Number of LED strips 4

Closet Rated Yes

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

SZER Cover clear
Ref: 17082

SZER Cover
Ref: 17081

SZER-L Cover
frosted
Ref: 17083

END CAPS

SEKODU End cap
Ref: 24107

ACCESSORIES

KMA Spring
Ref: 00838

ZM-120
Connector
Ref: 42728

ZM-135
Connector
Ref: 42720

ZM-180
Connector
Ref: 42717

ZM-90 Connector
Ref: 42716

ZM-PION-135
Connector
Ref: 42719

ZM-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42718

8,8x1,2 Gland
Ref: 00802
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